The Painlevé classification is one of the central problems in analytics theory of differential equations rooted in the XIX century. Although it saw many significant advances in analyzing certain classes of equations, the classification still remains an open problem especially for the higher-order equations. One of the main classical methods of Painlevé analysis is based on considering the resonance numbers corresponding to the possible indices of arbitrary coefficients in the Laurent expansion of the general solution in a neighborhood of a movable singularity. Complex and non-integer values of resonance numbers point out to existence of the movable critical singularities and positive integer numbers could be used to construct the said general solution. Also the equation always possesses at least one negative resonance number of −1 which corresponds to an arbitrary position of a movable pole. However our understanding of the role of nontrivial negative resonances different from −1 remains limited in spite of certain recent methodological advances related to it. And though in the lower-order classifications built so far such equations with nontrivial negative resonances have rather been a special case, the result of present work demonstrates that negative resonances are in fact common for the higher degree ordinary differential equations with Painlevé property. Specifically we'll prove that their presence is the necessary condition of the Painlevé property for the equations with degree of the leading terms higher than two.
Introduction
The problem of Painlevé classification of the ordinary differential equations (i.e. finding all the classes of equations free of movable critical singularities) saw significant advances over the last century since it has been formulated. For the differential equations of the first order algebraic in independent variable and it's derivative the classification is based on the well-known Fuchs conditions (for the review see for instance [1] , chapter XIII). For the second order equations with rational right-hand side the problem has been solved in the classical works of Painlevé and Gambier (for the review see for instance [1] , chapter XIV). For the third order equations with polynomial right-hand side the classification has been started in the famous work of Chazy [2] and recently completed by C.Cosgrove [3] . Finally for the fourth order the problem has been solved by C.Cosgrove [4, 5] -again just in the polynomial case. The higher-order problem still remains unsolved in the more or less general case although certain special cases of the higher-order equations have been successfully classified in recent works, including binomial equations [6, 7] , nonlinear algebraic differential equations of arbitrary order n missing two derivatives of order n − 1 and n − 2 [8] [9] [10] [11] and second-degree equations of arbitrary order [12] .
One [13] . Further some partial methodologies were presented to extract additional valuable information about the equation from negative resonances, including detecting logarithmic branch points [14] [15] [16] . However so far our understanding of the role of negative resonances remains limited and a single consistent methodology of their utilization is still missing. Also equations with nontrivial (other than −1) negative resonances so far appeared within the classifications of the lower-order differential equations rather as a special case. In the present work we show that this case of negative resonance is actually common for the higher-order higher-degree equations having Painlevé property.
In [17, 18] it has been proved that each nonlinear polynomial differential equation with the Painlevé property possesses movable singularities and, in particular, movable poles. In [12] it has been demonstrated that if the equation has a strong Panlevé property (all movable singularities are poles) then at least one of such movable poles should possess a complete set of n − 1 positive resonances with the only trivial negative resonance number of −1. If the degree of the right-hard side is just 2 then this pole is the only possible singularity of the equation and all such equations were classified [12] . In this paper we consider the polynomial ordinary differential equations of higher degree (i.e. having the degree of the leading terms higher than 2), proving that such equations with Painlevé property always contain other movable poles having nontrivial negative resonance numbers as well.
Main definitions
Consider the non-linear polynomial ordinary differential equation
where P is a polynomial in w and its derivatives with coefficients locally analytic in z. For the considered equations (1) similarly to [12] present the definition of the Painlevé property and the strong Painleve property. They correspond to the commonly accepted (but also often mixed with each other) concepts of freedom from movable branch points and from movable non-polar singularities correspondingly. Definition 1.
[12] Consider an arbitrary solution w = w(z) of the equation (1) analytic in the neighborhood of some point z * ∈ U and a path Γ with the beginning in z * along which all the coefficients of (1) can be analytically continued while the analytical continuation of w(z) comes to a singularity. Such a singularity of w(z) is called movable singularity of the considered solution w = w(z). Definition 2.
[12] The equation (1) The definitions above are pretty much aligned with the classical understanding [1, 19] of the concept just specifying it's technical details in the mathematically rigorous form. While definition of the Painlevé property corresponds to the most commonly accepted notion of freedom from movable branch points, the equations with the strong Painlevé property according to the definition 2 have also been introduced in [20] as the equations of Painlvé-type.
General conditions of Painlevé property
In this section similarly to [12, 17] we present a formalism for the well-known technique of the Painlevé test [13] determining if the considered equation could possess the Painlevé property.
If the equation (1) admits a solution with movable pole of a certain order s in a certain point z = z 0 , there should exist a Laurent expansion of the form
converging in a certain deleted neighborhood of z = z 0 , where s is an integer order of the pole, while q, c j are complex coefficients, provided that q = 0. Substituting series (2) with undefined coefficients q, c j into the equation (1) or (6) one should obtain an algebraic equation
for defining the possible values of major coefficient q (so called determining equation) and the following recurrent equations for determining each further coefficient c j through the earlier defined q, c 1 , ..., c j−1 :
where H, R and Q j are polynomials in q and c j .
One should notice however that the coefficients of equations (3) and (4) depend on z 0 . For any z 0 different from the zeros of the coefficients of the original equation (1) the determining equation (3) and the equations (4) have the same general form, while coefficients of the polynomials H, R, Q j are analytic in z 0 being polynomially expressed through the values of original equation's coefficients and their derivatives in z 0 [12] .
For each root q of the determining equation (3), one could use the equations (4) to find all of the other coefficients c j of (2) except of those who's indices j = r are the roots of the equation
called resonance equation, corresponding to the given choice of q. Its roots are called resonance numbers (or simply resonances) of the equation (1) for the selected q. Now going back to the considered equation (1) rewrite it in the following form According to the theorem 4 [17] if the initial equation (6) possesses the Painlevé property, the number B could only be 1 or 2. Moreover with respect to the theorem 3 [17] at least one of the leading coefficients a (1,0,0,....,0,1) (z), a (0,1,0,....,0,1,0) (z), a (2,0,0,....,0,1,0) (z) in case B = 1 or the coefficient a (1,0,0,....,0,1,0) (z) in case B = 2 is not identically equal to zero as the equation's learning terms should include w (n−1) or w (n−2) . Now for the equation in the form (6), looking for a movable pole of a typical order B in a certain location z 0 , one can specify the determining (3) and resonance (5) equations in the following forms:
where
(−s − k) and Ω 0 = {χ ∈ Ω : |χ| + Bν(χ) = n + B} is the set of equation's leading
|χ| be the maximal degree of those terms and notice that it as well as Ω 0 does not depend on the choice of z 0 . Also let m = deg q H(q, z 0 )−1 be the order of the determining equation (7) after it's reduction through division by q. Now denote the m non-zero roots (including multiple ones) of the corresponding equation (7) by q 1 , q 2 , . . ., q m (as one can see a constant term of the polynomial H/q is nonzero, i.e. the m roots are nonzero too). Letĥ = 0 be the major coefficient of the polynomial H(q, z 0 )/q. Then for each q = q k consider the set of the corresponding roots r k = (r k 1 , r k 2 , . . . , r k n ) of the resonance equation (8) . A well known necessary condition for the Painlevé property (in particular rigorously proved in [17] 
−B W which for the limit case of α = 0 gives a reduced equation
with parametric families of partial solutions
were q = q k is an arbitrary root of (7). Obviously determining (7) and resonance (8) equations for the reduced equation (9) are exactly the same as for the initial equation (6) n being integer could be of both signs -positive and negative. Furthermore for any k one of the resonance numbers is always equal to −1 (see [13] or more recently [19] (page 126-127)). In fact this could be easily proven by looking at the partial derivative of the equation (9) −B could be proved to satisfy (9) for an arbitrary C which could not be the case as only certain values of the coefficient satisfy the determining equation (7) for m > 0.
According to Vieta's theorem for the resonance equation (8) the product P r(q k , z 0 ) = n i=1 r k i of resonance numbers r k corresponding to each k could be found as
In turn according to Vieta's theorem for the reduced determining equation H(q, z 0 )/q = 0 one has j q j = (−1) n+m (n + B − 1)!/ĥ and this wayĥ = (−1)
In particular it means that the determining equation (7) is free from multiple roots as otherwise if q = q k is the one, then P r(q k , z 0 ) = 0 which is not possible as the resonances are nonzero numbers. Further as one can see the conditions (11) lead to the following equation
Indeed, with respect to (11) the above equation is equivalent to
Since all the roots of H(q, z 0 ) are non-multiple, one can get the last equation following from the residual theorem for the function 1/H(q, z 0 ), considered as the function of q in complex domain. The condition (12) was obtained for the lower-order equation in the previous works [2, 5, 21, 22] . Another condition which could be also easily obtained from the Vieta's theorem for (8) is related to the sum of the resonance numbers [17] . If B = 1 one can get for any k
where A = a (1,0,0,...,0,1) (z 0 ), while if B = 2,
where B = a (1,0,...,0,1,0) (z 0 ). Also notice that in the last case for the equation (6) with Painlevé property and B = 2, from the first equation of (14) one can see that
given that the set r k consists of distinct integers (proof of this statement could be found in [10] ). So from the last equation of (14) all Bq k should be positive real numbers.
The conditions above present some considerable restrictions on the important characteristics of the equation -values of q 1 , q 2 , ..., q m and sets of r 1 , r 2 , ..., r m . However the structure of these characteristics first of all depends on the value of m. And although based on the structure of (7), m obviously appears to be related to the maximal degree of the equation's leading terms d (m ≤ d − 1), but in some special cases when some of the terms of (7) vanish, m could be actually lower than d − 1. For example for the equation
having Bureau number 1 and degree d = 2, all terms of (7) but −6q vanish and as a result we have −6q = 0 and m = 0. However according to [18] equations of this special kind do not possess the Painlevé property. We have to notice that in [18] this is formally claimed for the nonlinear reduced equation (9) in case m = 0 only, i.e. once all the terms of equation (7) vanish except τ (−s, n)q, while the equation (9) remains nonlinear. However the proof of this claim (theorem 2 [18] ) in fact only relies on the condition χ∈Ω0,|χ|=d
which is the one sufficient for the condition (29) [18] to hold. This way each time m < d − 1 which means that the highest degree terms vanish, i.e. the condition (15) holds, the nonlinear equation (9) as well as the initial equation (6) does not possess the Painlevé property. Of course this does help to deal with cases when z 0 is the common root of the coefficients of all the leading terms but w (n) (having a constant coefficient) -in such a case (9) is a trivial linear equation. But other than that if z 0 does not belong to the countable set E of isolated points being the roots of equation's coefficients, one finds m to be equal to d − 1 for the equation (6) to have the Painlevé property. Further consider z 0 ∈ E.
Existence of negative resonances
Now opposed to the statement we want to prove, assume that for any j the set of resonance numbers r j does not contain any non-trivial negative values other than −1. Then P r(q j , z 0 ) < 0 for all j. Consider several possible cases for the roots q j of determining equation (3), without loss of generality assuming that q 1 = 1 (otherwise one could always achieve it introducing a change of variables w = q 1 W ): A) All roots of (3) are real numbers, while m > 2. B) Set of roots (3) contain complex numbers, while m > 2. C) Number of roots m = 2.
In case A) there always exist two different roots q i < q j of the same sign (i.e. either both positive, either both negative real numbers) and without loss of generality one can consider that an interval (q i , q j ) does not contain any other roots q k . Then according to (12) as one can see P r(q i , z 0 )P r(q j , z 0 ) < 0 (as changing i to j preserves the sign of all terms of (11) but (q i − q j )) which contradicts an assumption above.
The case B) is impossible for B = 2 because of (14) and B = 0. While if B = 1 then due to (13) the only possible option is A = 0. However in this case for any i, we have Lemma 1 For the product P of any set of t pairwise different natural numbers y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t the following inequality holds:
y i is the sum of the given numbers, ζ = τ + (1 − )t, while τ and are integer and fractional
In plain language the lemma above claims that the highest possible product of a set of the given amount of distinct natural numbers with the given sum is achieved for the most dense distribution of said numbers, i.e. {τ, τ + 1, ..., τ + t} \ {ζ} (while τ and ζ are defined in a way consistent with the given S). The lemma could be easily proved using the method of mathematical induction. I.e. being obvious for t = 1, if validated for all sets of a certain size t = k this claim then follows for the sets of the higher size of t = k + 1. Indeed assume that y 1 < y 2 < ... < y t and let y 1 = l < τ (as if y 1 ≥ τ then the set {τ, τ + 1, ..., t + τ } \ {ζ} is the only possible option for y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t and so P = P max (t, S)). Then using the claim of the lemma for y 2 , y 3 , ..., y t with the sum S − l one can show that lP
. Going back to the set r i as described above we get τ = 3 for it in case n > 5 or τ = 4 otherwise. Then according to the lemma 16, for n > 5 we have P ≤ (n + 1)!/(n − 2)/2 < n!, for n = 5 and P ≤ 6!/3! = n!, for n = 4, P ≤ 6!/3!/5 = n!, which completes the proof of the claim above.
Then as ∀j, P r(q j , z 0 ) < 0 we have
which comes into a contradiction with (12) . Now if every set r i consists of −1 and integers greater than 1, then for all such sets due to (13) only two options are possible: r i = (−1, 2, 3 , . . . , n − 1, n + 2) or r i = (−1, 2, 3 , . . . , n − 2, n, n + 1). In both cases for n ≥ 3, according to the lemma 16 one can see that |P r(q i , z 0 )| ≤ (n + 1)!/(n − 1) ≤ 2n! for any i, which once again comes into contradiction with (12) .
This way the only possible case is C), i.e. m = 2. In this case we have P r(q 1 , z 0 ) = (q 2 −1)(n+B−1)!/q 2 and P r(q 2 , z 0 ) = (1−q 2 )(n+B−1)!. This way q 2 is a real number. If q 2 > 0 then at least one of P r(q 1 , z 0 ), P r(q 2 , z 0 ) should be positive, which comes into a contradiction with assumption above. Consequently the only possible option is q 2 < 0, which due to (14) is possible only for B = 1.
Then |P r(1, z 0 )| > n! and |P r(q 2 , z 0 )| > n! and because of (13) 3, 4 , . . . , n, n + 4); 2b) r 2 = (−1, 3, 4, . . . , n − 1, n + 1, n + 3); 2c) r 2 = (−1, 3, 4, . . . , n − 2, n, n + 1, n + 2). In case 2a) one has (n + 1)! = |P r(q 2 , z 0 )| = n! · (n + 4)/2, i.e. n = 2. In case 2b) one has (n + 1)! = |P r(q 2 , z 0 )| = (n + 1)! · (n + 3)/(2n), i.e. n = 3. In case 2c) one has (n + 1)! = |P r(q 2 , z 0 )| = (n + 1)! · (n + 2)/(2(n − 1)), i.e. n = 4. However if n = 4 then r 2 as defined contains r = 2 which contradicts the assumption above.
In cases 3) and 4) the condition Consequently r 2 in the same way is also one of the two sets (−1, 2, 3, . . . , n−2, n, n+1) or (−1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, n + 2). If sets r 1 and r 2 are different then with respect to (12) n − 1 (n + 1)n! + n (n + 2)n! = 1 n! , but this does not hold for integer n. While if the sets r 1 and r 2 are the same, then in the case 3) one has 2(n − 1) (n + 1)n! = 1 n! ,
i.e. n = 3, and in the case 4) one has 2n (n + 2)n! = 1 n! ,
i.e. n = 2. This way for n > 3 the case C) is also impossible. Finally, we proved the following Theorem 1 If the equation (1) of order n > 3 possesses the Painlevé property and the highest degree d of it's leading terms Ω 0 is more than 2, then for any location z 0 ∈ E (i.e. different from the roots of equation's coefficients) the determining equation (7) has m = d − 1 > 1 nonzero roots, and for at least one of them the corresponding set of resonance numbers contains non-trivial negative values other than −1.
Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that negative values of resonance numbers are quite a common case for the nonlinear differential equations with polynomial right-hand side (1) having Painlevé property -the only type of equations without non-trivial negative resonances are those with the maximal degree of leading terms d = 2. The last case however seems to be rather straightforward -all equations of the second degree having strong Painlevé property are already considered in detail in [12] , and only one class of such equations was found for the higher order case n > 6 (and this single class appeared to be easily linearizable). All said it means that all new equations with Painlevé property one could expect to find in the class (1) will always possess nontrivial negative resonances emphasizing the paramount importance of their understanding and building appropriate methods for their analysis.
